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Abstract

Component-trees associate to a discrete grey-level image adescriptive data structure induced by the inclusion relation
between the binary components obtained at successive level-sets. This article presents an original interactive segmen-
tation methodology based on component-trees. It consists of the extraction of a subset of the image component-tree,
enabling the generation of a binary object which fits at best (with respect to the grey-level structure of the image) a
given binary target selected beforehand in the image. A proof of the algorithmic efficiency of this methodological
scheme is proposed. Concrete application examples on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data emphasise its actual
computational efficiency and its usefulness for interactive segmentation of real images.
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1. Introduction

Thecomponent-tree, also known asdendrone[1, 2], confinement tree[3] or max-tree[4], is a graph-based structure
which models some characteristics of a grey-level image by considering its binary level-sets obtained from successive
thresholding operations. Initially proposed in the field ofstatistics [5, 6], the component-tree has been (re)defined in
the theoretical framework of mathematical morphology and involved, in particular, in the development of morpholog-
ical operators [7, 4, 8].

By definition, component-trees are particularly well-suited for the design of methods devoted to process and/or
analyse grey-level images based ona priori hypotheses related to the topology (connectedness) and thespecific
intensity (locally/globally minimal or maximal) of structures of interest. (The case of colour images is currently
under investigation [9, 10]; the involvement of component-trees in fuzzy grey-level images is described in [11].)
Based on these properties, but also thanks to methodological developments related to complex knowledge handling
[12, 13, 14], component-trees have been involved in the design of several image processing/analysis applications,
especially for filtering/segmentation applications.

It has to be noticed that several works related to component-trees have been devoted to enable their efficient
computation, under specific assumptions or in more general cases [3, 4, 7, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In particular, the ability
to compute component-trees in (quasi-)linear time opens the way to the development of interactive and efficient
segmentation methods, provided that the operations performed on an imagevia its component-tree also present a low
algorithmic complexity.

The design of interactive segmentation methods is a quite active research field. This dynamism is in particular
justified by (i) the increasing necessity to analyse images in a large spectrum of application fields (medical imag-
ing, remote sensing, biometry, metrology, etc.), (ii ) the difficulty to develop fully automatic segmentation methods
(parametrisation, initialisation, etc.), and (iii ) the importance to develop segmentation methods as tools for assisting
the user by explicitly using its expertise.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) A grey-level image. (b) A segmentation of (a), assumed to be the expected one.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Three approximate segmentations of Figure 1(a): (a)undersegmentation, (b) oversegmentation, and (c) mixed under/oversegmentation,
with respect to the expected result of Figure 1(b).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: The errors of the segmentations of Figure 2 (false positives in red, false negatives in green): (a) undersegmentation error in Figure 2(a),
(b) oversegmentation error in Figure 2(b), (c) undersegmentation and oversegmentation errors in Figure 2(c).

Most of interactive segmentation methods require the user’s assistance to provide markers enabling to guide the
segmentation process, from a parametric and/or geometric point of view, or to “correct” a rough segmentation initially
performed in a manual fashion.

In this article, we focus on this second kind of issue, especially in the case where the structures of interest to
be segmented are the ones of (local or global) extremal intensities,i.e., the darkest or the brightest ones, which is a
frequent case in several applications and especially in medical imaging. In order to illustrate this issue, let us consider
the toy-example in Figures 1–3. The binary image depicted inFigure 1(b) is, for instance, the expected segmentation
of the grey-level image depicted in Figure 1(a) for a given set of semantic elements. A user, when performing an
initial (manual) segmentation of the same image, in an inaccurate but fast and easy-to-do fashion, will generally
obtain results such as the ones proposed in Figure 2 which roughly approximate the desired result. Based on the
user-dependent way this initial segmentation is performed, we may obtain different kinds of initial segmentations:
undersegmentation (Figure 2(a)), oversegmentation (Figure 2(b)), or mixed under/oversegmentation (Figure 2(c)).
Such results will lead to the generation of false positives and/or false negatives (see Figure 3). A crucial issue then
consists in removing, automatically, or at least quite easily in an interactive way, these errors in order to finally obtain
a correct segmentation result.

In this article, we propose a method enabling to tackle this problem by considering the component-tree of the
image to be segmented, and byfinding the best segmentation induced by this component-tree with respect to an initial
approximate segmentation provided by the user. More formally, we propose to answer the following question:

(Q) Let I be a grey-level image (Figure 1(a)), letT be its component-tree, and letM be a binary object defined on
2



the same domain asI (a manual segmentation, Figure 2); how can we determine a part of T, and thus a partS
of I (Figure 1(b)) which enables to fit at bestM with the lowest computational cost?

This “best” segmentation can, in particular, be consideredfrom a quantitative point of view, by finding a solutionS
which minimises the amount of false positives/negatives betweenS andM, which is actually supposed to be close to
the correct result.

Such a question can be crucial, for instance to develop imageanalysis procedures involving ground-truth data [13]
or to propose assisted-segmentation procedures such as theones which will be described in the last sections.

The sequel of this article is organised as follows. Section 2presents related works dealing with component-trees
in image analysis and with interactive segmentation methods. In Section 3, usual definitions related to digital imaging
and component-trees are recalled, making this article self-contained. The contributions of this article are located in
Sections 4–6:

• A theoretical study (Section 4) is proposed to answer question (Q), and to prove the algorithmic efficiency of
the proposed solution.

• An interactive segmentation methodology, based on these theoretical results is described (Section 5).

• The methodology is applied on medical images, namely cerebral magnetic resonance data of adults and foetuses
(Section 6). Its efficiency is then assessed by comparison to other strategies.

Concluding remarks and perspectives will be found in Section 7. For the sake of readability and concision, all the
proofs are provided in Appendix A, at the end of the article.

2. Related works

This section presents previous works devoted to the use of component-trees for image processing/analysis and an
overview of interactive segmentation methods, then enabling to position the proposed work in its methodological and
applicative context.

2.1. Component-trees

Component-trees have been involved in the development of several applications related to image processing and
analysis. Most of these methods are devoted to filtering and/or segmentation1. In particular, a large part of them
have been developed for (bio)medical image processing: vessels [19, 20, 21] and brain structures [22] segmentation
from 3D magnetic resonance or X-ray data, melanocytic nevi segmentation from dermatological photographs [23],
neuron filtering in 3D confocal microscopy or extraction of protein chains from 2D data [24]. Other methods have
also been developed for a large spectrum of application fields: segmentation of video data [4], segmentation of wood
micrograph [25], segmentation of astronomical data [17] and document analysis [14].

Note that other kinds of image processing applications havebeen considered, in particular, image registration
[26, 3], image compression [4], image retrieval [27, 28], image classification [29], interactive 3D visualisation [30],
multithresholding [16] or document binarisation [31].

In the field of filtering/segmentation, all the proposed methods have been designed to detect the structures of
interest by using information related to the value of attributes stored at each node of the tree. In such strategies,
an attribute or, more generally, a set of attributes, are chosen according to the hypotheses related to the applicative
context. These attributes are assumed to model some characteristic properties of the structures of interest, and can be
used in different ways:

• the desired values of the attributes (or the number of nodes of maximal value [22]) can be chosen by the user in
order to select the relevant nodes and thus obtain the associated segmentation [19, 20, 17, 24];

1Note that the distinction between filtering and segmentationbased on component-trees is generally not clearly defined, since segmentation is
performed in a filtering fashion (see Section 4.1 for more details).
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• the relevant values can be determined by analysing the signature of the attribute,i.e., the evolution of their value
with respect to the grey-level of the nodes [25];

• the relevant values can be learnt from examples,e.g., by providing segmented ground-truth directly character-
ising the shape of the objects to be detected [23], or by feeding a classification process, in particular when the
set of attributes becomes to large [29, 13, 14].

In these works, component-trees have then only been used fortheir ability to discriminate nodes with respect to
attributes, thus leading to automated/parametric segmentation methods.

It is however possible to directly use the component-tree structure by taking advantage of the spatial/photometric
decomposition of the image into nodes/connected components that it provides, in order to perform interactive seg-
mentation. Methods based on such an alternative strategy should compute a segmentation result, no longer thanks to
node attributes, but to a user-defined approximate result, which should then be matched at best by a relevant set of
nodes, as discussed in Section 1. To the best of our knowledge, the methodology proposed in the next sections is the
first one based on this strategy.

2.2. Interactive segmentation

Automatic segmentation algorithms do not always provide accurate results and are sometimes not sufficiently
robust, especially in application fields in which images areprone to variability. Moreover, it is often crucial to achieve
a precise segmentation of an image (for instance, to build ground-truths or in the context of computer-aided diagnosis)
in a reasonable time.

The design of interactive segmentation methods is then an active research field and provides a solution to this
by allowing a user to guide and/or refine the segmentation in an interactive fashion. The purpose of an interactive
segmentation algorithm is to speed up the time consuming process of manual segmentations (which are, moreover,
prone to errors and imprecision in the localisation of object contours). Interactive segmentation algorithms can also
help to ensure the reproducibility between different segmentations of identical images, provided for example by dif-
ferent experts. Several ways to introduce interaction in a segmentation process have been considered, depending on
the segmentation strategy:

• model initialisation, fine tuning of parameters and eventually interactive model refinement in the context of
deformable or level-set based models [32, 33];

• delineation of the object of interest by successive interactive selections of optimal boundaries between the
current cursor position and previously specified seeds positions in the context of intelligent scissors or live-wire
algorithms, which are based on an optimal path search in a weighted graph [34, 35];

• manual depiction of foreground and background markers in the context of watershed algorithm [36, 37], seeded-
region growing based algorithms [38, 39], graph-cuts [40, 41] or binary-partition tree algorithms [42, 43]. A
comparative evaluation of interactive segmentation algorithms based on interactive marker selection is available
in [44].

It could also be noted that most segmentation strategies canbe used either in an unsupervised or semi-supervised
fashion. By contrast with the above methods, the algorithm proposed in this paper involves only the rough delineation
of foreground objects (and not background parts) and is based on a single scalar parameter (α) allowing to quickly
browse among the different possible segmentations. Moreover, we focus in this article on the frequent case where the
structures of interest to be segmented are the ones of locally extremal intensities.

3. Background notions

In this section, we recall standard notions related to component-trees. For complementary details, the reader may
also refer to [4, 25, 15].
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3.1. Definitions and notations

Let n ∈ N∗. Let us consider an adjacency relation on the discrete grid defined byZn, for instance, the 2n- or the
(3n − 1)-adjacency,i.e., the 4- (resp. the 6-) or the 8- (resp. the 26-) adjacency inZ2 (resp. Z3). Let X ⊆ Zn be a
non-empty set ofZn.

We say that two pointsx, y ∈ X are connected (inX), and we notex ∼X y, if there exists a sequence (xk)t
k=1 (t ≥ 1)

of elements ofX such thatx1 = x, xt = y andxk, xk+1 are adjacent for allk ∈ [[1, t−1]]. Note that∼X is an equivalence
relation onX. The connected components ofX are the elements of the quotient setX/∼X (notedC[X] in the sequel).
We say thatX is connected ifC[X] = {X}.

Let E ⊂ Zn be a finite connected set. Let⊥ < ⊤ ∈ Z. Let V = [[⊥,⊤]] ⊂ Z. A discrete grey-level imageI can be
defined as a functionI : E→ V (we also noteI ∈ VE).

For anyv ∈ V, we define the thresholding functionXv by
∣∣∣∣∣∣

Xv : VE → P(E)
I 7→ {x ∈ E | v ≤ I (x)}

whereP(E) = {Y | Y ⊆ E}.
For anyv ∈ V, and anyX ⊆ E, we define the cylinder functionCX,v by

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

CX,v : E → V

x 7→

{
v if x ∈ X
⊥ otherwise

A discrete imageI ∈ VE can then be expressed as

I =
∨

v∈V

CXv(I ),v =
∨

v∈V

∨

X∈C[Xv(I )]

CX,v

where
∨

is the pointwise supremum for the sets of functions.

3.2. Component-trees

LetK =
⋃

v∈V C[Xv(I )] be the set of all the connected components obtained from the different thresholdings ofI
at valuesv ∈ V. The inclusion relation⊆ is then a partial order onK . Let v1 ≤ v2 ∈ V. Let B1, B2 ⊆ E be the binary
images defined byBk = Xvk(I ) for k ∈ {1,2}. Let C2 ∈ C[B2] be a connected component ofB2. Then, there exists a
(unique) connected componentC1 ∈ C[B1] of B1 such thatC2 ⊆ C1.

Based on these properties, it can be easily deduced that the Hasse diagram of the partially ordered set (K ,⊆) is a
tree (i.e., a connected acyclic graph), and more especially a rooted tree, the root of which is the supremumX⊥(I ) = E.
This tree is called thecomponent-treeof I .

Definition 1. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Thecomponent-treeof I is the rooted tree T= (K , L,R) such that:

K =
⋃

v∈V

C[Xv(I )]

L =

{
(X,Y) ∈ K2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Y ⊂ X ∧ ∀Z ∈ K ,
Y ⊆ Z ⊂ X⇒ Y = Z

}

R= sup(K ,⊆) = X⊥(I ) = E

The elements ofK (resp. of L) are thenodes(resp. theedges) of T . The element R is theroot of T. For any N∈ K ,
we set

ch(N) = {N′ ∈ K | (N,N′) ∈ L}

which is the set of thechildrenof the node N in T.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: (a) A grey-level imageI : [[0,9]]2 → [[0,4]] (from 0, in black, to 4, in white). (b–f) Threshold imagesXv(I ) (white points) forv varying
from 0 (b) to 4 (f).

v = 

v = 

v = 

v = 

2

3

4

v = 

1

0

Figure 5: The component-tree ofI (see Figure 4(a)). Its levels correspond to increasing thresholding valuesv. The root (i.e., the upper node located
at the levelv = 0) corresponds to the supportE = [[0,9]]2 of the image.

An example of component-tree defined for a 2D image is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
Each node ofK is a binary connected component distinct from all the other nodes. However, such a connected

component can be an element ofC[Xv(I )] for several (successive) valuesv ∈ V. For eachX ∈ K , we set

m(X) = max{v ∈ V | X ∈ C[Xv(I )]} = min
x∈X
{I (x)}

We then consider thatX is “associated” to the valuem(X), i.e., to the highest value ofV which generates this connected
component. This choice is justified by reconstruction considerations which will be detailed in Section 4.1. An example
of such an elementX can be observed in Figures 4(e) and (f) (on the right side of the images), where it corresponds to
a same binary connected component, while it generates only one node at the levelv = 4 (which is the child of a node
at the levelv = 2) in the component-tree depicted in Figure 5.

The following definition, establishing “correlation scores” between a node and a given binary object, will be useful
in the sequel of the article.

Definition 2. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let N∈ K be a node
of T. Let G⊆ Zn be a binary object. We set

p(N,G) = |N ∩G|

p∗(N,G) = |(N \
⋃

N′∈ch(N)

N′) ∩G|

n(N,G) = |N \G|

n∗(N,G) = |(N \
⋃

N′∈ch(N)

N′) \G|

The value p(N,G) (resp. n(N,G)) is the number of points of N which belong (resp. do not belong) to G. Note in
particular that

p(N,G) + n(N,G) = |N|
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The value p∗(N,G) (resp. n∗(N,G)) is the number of points of N which belong (resp. do not belong) to G and which
do not belong to any children of N. Note in particular that

p∗(N,G) + n∗(N,G) = |N \
⋃

N′∈ch(N)

N′|

Remark 3. When building the component-tree of I, it is possible to store, at each node N∈ K , the set of points

EN = N \
⋃

N′∈ch(N)

N′ (1)

This leads, in particular, to an algorithmically useful partition {EN}N∈K of E. In such conditions, for a given binary
object G⊆ Zn, the computation of all the p(N,G), p∗(N,G), n(N,G) and n∗(N,G) (N ∈ K) can obviously be performed
in linear timeO(|E|). In the sequel, we will assume that p(N,G), p∗(N,G), n(N,G) and n∗(N,G) have been computed
and are then available for every node N∈ K .

3.3. Image processing based on component-trees

Component-trees can be used to develop image processing/analysis procedures based on filtering or segmentation
strategies [25]. Such procedures generally consist in determining a subsetK ′ ⊆ K among the nodes of the component-
treeT = (K , L,R) of a considered imageI : E→ V.

When performing filtering, the (grey-level) resulting imageI f : E → V induced by this set of nodesK ′ can be
reconstructed as

I f =
∨

X∈K ′

CX,m(X) (2)

For instance, let us consider again the imageI of Figure 1(a), also depicted in Figure 6(a). LetT = (K , L,R) be the
component-tree ofI , depicted in Figure 6(b), and letK ′ ⊆ K be a subset of nodes ofT, depicted in Figure 6(c). By
applying Equation (2) on this set of nodes, we will then generate a filtered imageI f corresponding to the one depicted
in Figure 7(a). Note that in this image, the grey-levels of the three nodes are preserved since each nodeX ∈ K ′ is
associated to a cylinder function of valuem(X) (equal, for these three nodes, to 2, 3 and 4 respectively).

When performing segmentation, the (binary) resulting imageIs ⊆ E is defined as the union of the nodes ofK ′,
i.e., as

Is =
⋃

X∈K ′

X

By applying this equation on the set of nodesK ′ ⊆ K of Figure 6(c), we will generate a segmented imageIs

corresponding to the one depicted in Figure 7(b).
In this last context, the determination of the nodes to preserve is a complex issue, which can be handled by

considering attributes (i.e., qualitative or quantitative information related to each node) to characterise the nodes of
interest. An alternative solution is to search the set of nodesK ′ ⊆ K which enables to generate a binary object being
as similar as possible to a given binary target (e.g., an approximate segmentation obtained from a manual process). In
the sequel of the article, we focus on this specific issue, which can be formalised as an optimisation problem.

4. Theoretical study

4.1. Problem to solve

Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. LetT = (K , L,R) be the component-tree ofI . Let M ⊆ E be a binary image.
Let d be a distance onP(E). Question (Q), in Section 1, can then be reformulated as follows.

(Q’) How can we compute a set of nodesK ′ ⊆ K such thatd(
⋃

N∈K ′ N,M) is minimal,i.e., such that the best binary
object which can be built fromK is as close as possible toM?
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(b) (c)

Figure 6: (a) A grey-level image. (b) The component-tree ofT = (K , L,R) (a). (c) A set of nodesK ′ ⊆ K selected from the component-treeT (in
grey).

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Filtering result from Figure 6(a) based on the set of nodesK ′ depicted in Figure 6(c). (b) Segmentation result from Figure6(a) based
on the set of nodesK ′ depicted in Figure 6(c) (object in white).

More formally, the problem can be summarised as a minimisation problem, consisting in determining2

K̂ = arg min
K ′∈P(K)

{
d
( ⋃

N∈K ′

N,M
)}

An intuitive solution for determining a useful distanced is to consider the amount of false positives/negatives
induced by

⋃
N∈K ′ N with respect to the considered binary object of interestM.

Definition 4. Letα ∈ [0,1]. Let dα : P(E) × P(E)→ R+ be the function defined by

dα(X,Y) = α.|X \ Y| + (1− α).|Y \ X| (3)

The pseudo-distance3 dα constitutes a good similarity criterion between binary objects. Note that

d0(X,Y) = |Y \ X|

d1(X,Y) = |X \ Y|

i.e., d0(X,Y) (resp.d1(X,Y)) is the amount of false negatives (resp. false positives) in X with respect toY.
In the next sections, we will consider this distance. It willbe established that it leads to algorithmically efficient

processes, and satisfactory applicative results.

4.2. Preliminary properties

The following property directly derives from the definitions of Section 3.2.

Property 5. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let N∈ ch(E).
Let KN = {N′ ∈ K | N′ ⊆ N}. Let I|N ∈ VN be the grey-level image corresponding to the restriction ofI to
the node N. The Hasse diagram(KN, LN) of the partially ordered set(KN,⊆) enables to define the component-tree
TN = (KN, LN,N) of I|N which is actually a subtree of T . Note in particular that{E} ∪ {KN}N∈ch(E) is a partition ofK ,
while {(E,N)}N∈ch(E) ∪ {LN}N∈ch(E) is a partition of L.

2The notation arg min, used here for the sake of clarity, is potentially inaccurate since several sets of nodesP may minimise a given distanced.
3The functiondα is actually not a distance sincedα(X,Y) = dα(Y,X) if and only if α = 1/2, dα(X,Y) = 0⇔ X = 0 if and only ifα ∈ ]0,1[, and

dα does not satisfy, in general, the triangle inequality.
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Definition 6. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let x∈ E. We set

Kx = {N ∈ K | x ∈ N}

which is the subset of all the nodes ofK which contain x.

SinceE ∈ K , the following property is obvious, while the next one derives from the structure of the component-
tree.

Property 7. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let x∈ E. Then,Kx is
non-empty.

Property 8. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let x∈ E. Then,(Kx,⊆)
is a completely ordered set.

Definition 9. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. We define the function
∣∣∣∣∣∣
G : P(K) → P(E)

K ′ 7→
⋃

N∈K ′ N

We set
Q = G(P(K)) = {G(K ′)}K ′⊆K

which is the set of all the binary objects which can be generated from the subsets of nodes ofK .

Although there exist 2|K| distinct subsetsK ′ ofK , most of these subsets generate a same binary object ofE, more
formally, we have|Q| ≤ |P(K)| (and generally|Q| ≪ |P(K)|).

Property 10. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. LetQ be the set of the
objects which can be generated from the subsets of nodes ofK . Let Q∈ Q. Then, we have

C[Q] = min
⊆
G−1(Q)

Less formally, the set of the connected components ofQ is actually a subset of nodes ofK which is included in any
other subset of nodesK ′ of K generatingQ. Such setsK ′ are then redundant (they contain in particular some nodes
which are included in other nodes, and then useless for the generation ofQ).

4.3. Main properties

4.3.1. Smallest superset/ largest subset
In this subsection, we first focus on a specific case of the considered issue, which consists in finding a subset of

nodes of the component-tree of an imageI such that the object generated by these nodes isincluded in(resp.includes)
the binary targetG and is thelargest(resp. thesmallest) one verifying this property. This problem is equivalent to
consider a distanced which only takes into account the amount of false negatives (resp. false positives) with respect
to G (the link between such a distanced and the distancedα of Definition 4 will be discussed in the next subsection).

From an applicative point of view, solving this specific problem makes sense when the initial rough segmentation
proposed by the user is larger than (or smaller than) the desired result, as illustrated, for instance, by Figures 1(a,b),
2(a,b), and 3(a,b), in Section 1.

The following property establishes that there exists a (unique) solution to this problem.

Property 11. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. LetQ be the set of the
objects which can be generated from the subsets of nodes ofK . Let G⊆ E. Then there exist G+,G− ∈ Q such that

G+ = min
⊆
{Q ∈ Q | G ⊆ Q}

G− = max
⊆
{Q ∈ Q | Q ⊆ G}

9



We define now two functions which enable to compute these solutionsG+ andG− (Definition 12, Properties 13
and 14) and we show that they authorise a computation in linear time with respect to the size (i.e., the number of
nodes) of the component-tree of the considered imageI or the size of the supportE of this image (Property 15).

Definition 12. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let G⊆ E. Let
F +,F − ∈ P(K)K be the functions recursively defined, for all N∈ K , by

F +(N) =

{
{N} if p∗(N,G) , 0⋃

N′∈ch(N) F
+(N′) if p∗(N,G) = 0

F −(N) =

{
{N} if n(N,G) = 0⋃

N′∈ch(N) F
−(N′) if n(N,G) , 0

In particular, if ch(N) = ∅, we have
⋃

N′∈ch(N) F
−(N′) =

⋃
N′∈ch(N) F

+(N′) = ∅, which guarantees the termination of
these recursive definitions.

Property 13. Letσ ∈ {+,−}. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let
G ⊆ E. Then we have

C[Gσ] = F σ(E)

The following property immediately derives from Property 13.

Property 14. Letσ ∈ {+,−}. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let
G ⊆ E. Then we have

Gσ =
⋃

N∈F σ(E)

N

Property 15. Letσ ∈ {+,−}. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let
G ⊆ E. ThenC[Gσ] (and thus Gσ) can be computed with a linear algorithmic complexityO(max{|K|, |E|}), with
respect to the number of nodes of the tree or the size of the image.

4.3.2. General case
We now focus on the general case of the problem stated in Section 4.1, which consists in finding a set of nodesK̂

of the component-tree of an imageI verifying Equation (3), for the distancedα proposed in Definition 4. The purpose
is then to find the best compromise (according to a chosen weight α ∈ [0,1]) between the amount of false positives
and false negatives with respect to a binary targetG.

Since the setQ of the objects which can be generated from the subsets of nodes of a component-tree is finite, there
necessarily exists a solution to this problem. Hereafter, we show that such a solution (Definition 16) can be computed
in linear time with respect to the size (i.e., the number of nodes) of the component-tree of the considered imageI or
the size of the supportE of this image (Properties 19 and 20).

Definition 16. Let α ∈ [0,1]. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. Let
G ⊆ E. Let≺ ∈ {<,≤}. LetF α : K → P(K) and cα : K → R+ be the functions recursively cross-defined, for all
N ∈ K , by {

F α(N) = {N}
cα(N) = α.n(N,G)

if α.n(N,G) ≺ (1− α).p∗(N,G) +
∑

N′∈ch(N) cα(N′) and
{
F α(N) =

⋃
N′∈ch(N) F

α(N′)
cα(N) = (1− α).p∗(N,G) +

∑
N′∈ch(N) cα(N′)

otherwise.
In particular, if ch(N) = ∅, we have

⋃
N′∈ch(N) F

α(N′) = ∅ (which guarantees the termination of these recursive
definitions), and

∑
N′∈ch(N) cα(N′) = 0.
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Definition 17. Letα ∈ [0,1]. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. LetQ
be the set of the objects which can be generated from the subsets of nodes ofK . Let G⊆ E. We define Gα ∈ Q as

Gα =
⋃

N∈F α(E)

N

From a reasoning similar to (and actually simpler than) the one of Property 13, we have the following result.

Property 18. Letα ∈ [0,1]. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let G⊆ E. Then we have

F α(E) = C[Gα]

Property 19. Letα ∈ [0,1]. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let T= (K , L,R) be the component-tree of I. LetQ
be the set of the objects which can be generated from the subsets of nodes ofK . Let G⊆ E. Then, we have

dα(Gα,G) = cα(E) = min
Q∈Q
{dα(Q,G)}

Property 20. Letα ∈ [0,1]. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let G⊆ E. ThenF α(E) = C[Gα] (and thus Gα) can
be computed with an algorithmic complexityO(max{|K|, |E|}), linear with respect to the number of nodes of the tree
or the size of the image.

Remark 21. The set of nodesF α(E) and its associated binary object Gα enable to minimise dα(.,G), and thus to
obtain an optimal solution to the issue considered in this work. However,F α(E) and Gα are generally not unique.
To illustrate this assertion, let us consider the trivial case where G= ∅ (resp. G= E) andα = 0 (resp. α = 1).
Obviously, in such a case, any set of nodes and any associatedbinary object minimise d0(.,G) (resp. d1(.,G)), which
is always equal to0. However, the way to define≺ in Definition 16 enables to break this non-determinism by choosing
to favour the smallest (<) or the largest (≤) solution (with respect to the inclusion relation⊆) among all the possible
ones. In particular, if≺ is set to< (resp. to≤) we haveF + = F 0 (resp.F − = F 1) (the easy proof of this assertion is
left to the reader), which enables to establish a link between the studies of Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

5. Methodology/ technical details

5.1. Algorithmics

From the above study, which provides an answer to the question stated in Section 1, we can derive the method
described in Algorithm 1. For the sake of simplicity, Algorithm 1 is described in a non-optimal but easy-to-understand
way. In particular, the method is presented in an iterative fashion, while it is intrinsically recursive.

In its general form, the method corresponds to Definition 16,which solves the general case considered in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. In the specific case whereα = 0 and≺ = < (resp. α = 1 and≺ = ≤), the method corresponds to the
computation ofF + (resp.F −) in Definition 12, which solves the specific case of the smallest result including (resp.
the largest result included in) the rough segmentation, considered in Section 4.3.1.

From this segmentation method, we can straightforwardly derive the (naive) interactive segmentation method
described in Algorithm 2. By definition, Step 1 of this methodpresents a complexityO(k.max{|K|, |E|}), since Algo-
rithm 1 has to be performedk times. Once this precomputation performed, the interactive choice of the result can be
done by the user by inspection of thek proposed binary results.

By opposition to the case of a thresholding operation on a grey-level image, whereXv2(I ) ⊆ Xv1(I ) whenever
⊥ ≤ v1 < v2 ≤ ⊤, we may think that sometimesGα2 * Gα1 while 0 ≤ α1 < α2 ≤ ⊤. Fortunately, as stated by the
following property, the increasing property of thresholding is actually inherited by the developed method.

Property 22. Let I ∈ VE be a grey-level image. Let G⊆ E. Letα1 < α2 ∈ [0,1]. Then we have Gα2 ⊆ Gα1.
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Algorithm 1 - Segmentation method

Input
I : E→ V (image to be segmented)
R⊆ E (rough segmentation ofI )
α ∈ [0,1] (weight parameter for false positives/negatives)
≺ ∈ {<,≤} (order involved in the cost minimisation formula)

Output
Gα ⊆ E (final segmentation ofI )

Algorithm
1 - Component-tree computation
T = (K , L,R) (component-tree ofI )
for all N ∈ K do

EN = N \
⋃

N′∈ch(N) N′

p∗(N,G) = |EN ∩G|
n(N,G) = |N \G|

end for
2 - Cost minimisation
for v = ⊤ to⊥ do

for all N ∈ K such thatm(N) = v do
if ch(N) = ∅ (i.e., if N is a leaf)then

if α.n(N,G) ≺ (1− α).p∗(N,G) then
cα(N) = α.n(N,G)
F α(N) = {N}

else
cα(N) = (1− α).p∗(N,G)
F α(N) = ∅

end if
else

if α.n(N,G) ≺ (1− α).p∗(N,G) +
∑

N′∈ch(N) cα(N′) then
cα(N) = α.n(N,G)
F α(N) = {N}

else
cα(N) = (1− α).p∗(N,G) +

∑
N′∈ch(N) cα(N′)

F α(N) =
⋃

N′∈ch(N) F
α(N′)

end if
end if

end for
end for
3 - Result computation
Gα =

⋃
N∈F α(E) N

Algorithm 2 - Interactive segmentation method (naive version)

Input
I : E→ V (image to be segmented)
R⊆ E (rough segmentation ofI )
{αi }

k
i=1 (with k ≥ 2) weight parameters (increasing values with respect tok)

≺ ∈ {<,≤} (order involved in the cost minimisation formula)

Output
G⋆ ⊆ E (final segmentation ofI )

Algorithm
1 - Segmentation results computation
for all i ∈ [[1, k]] do

ComputeGαi by applying Alg. 1
end for
2 - Segmentation choice
ChooseG⋆ ∈ {Gαi }ki=1

12



Algorithm 3 - Interactive segmentation methods (choose either Step 2-a: “Pruning strategy” or Step 2-b: “Splitting
strategy”)

Input
I : E→ V (image to be segmented)
R⊆ E (rough segmentation ofI )
{αi }

k
i=1 (with k ≥ 2) weight parameters (increasing values with respect tok)

≺ ∈ {<,≤} (order involved in the cost minimisation formula)

Output
G⋆ ⊆ E (final segmentation ofI )

Algorithm
1 - Component-tree computation
See Step 1 of Alg. 1
2-a -Segmentation results computation (“Pruning strategy”)
ComputeF αk andSαk from T by applying Steps 2 and 3 of Alg. 1
for i from k− 1 to 1do

PruneT by removing fromK all the successive children ofF αi+1

ComputeF αi andSαi from T by applying Steps 2 and 3 of Alg. 1
end for
2-b -Segmentation results computation (“Splitting strategy”)
ComputeF α1 andSα1 from T by applying Steps 2 and 3 of Alg. 1
for i from 2 tok do
F αi = ∅

for all N ∈ F αi−1 do
Let TN be the subtree ofT induced byN (see Property 5)
ComputeF αi

N from TN by applying Step 2 of Alg. 1
F αi = F αi ∪ F

αi
N

end for
ComputeGαi fromF αi (Step 3 of Alg. 1)

end for
3 - Segmentation choice
Let Sk =

∨k
i=1 CSαi ,i

(see Eq. 4)

ChooseG⋆ ∈ {Gαi }ki=1 by a standard thresholding ofSk

The first consequence of this property is the ability to storethek different results obtained fork increasing values
0 ≤ α1 < α2 < . . . < αk−1 < αk ≤ 1, induced by a method such as the one described in Algorithm 2, as a grey-level
imageSk : E→ [[1, k]] defined –similarly to the filtering process proposed in Section 4.1 (Equation 2)– by

Sk =

k∨

i=1

CGαi ,i (4)

whereGαi ⊆ E is the binary result of the segmentation method (Algorithm 1) for the parameterαi . In such a situation,
we can avoid to storek distinct binary images, and the interactive choice of the result by the user can be performed
(of course, in real-time) by actually performing a standardthresholding ofSk among the values [[1, k]] (these values
being associated to the set of parameters{αi}

k
i=1 by the trivial one-to-one mapping induced by Equation 4).

The second consequence of Property 22 is the possibility to optimise the computation of thek solutionsGαi by
taking advantage of the fact thatGα2 ⊆ Gα1 wheneverα1 < α2. Indeed, let us suppose that forα ∈ [0,1], a given
nodeN ∈ K belongs to set of nodesF α which generates the solutionGα, i.e., thatN is a connected component ofGα.
Then, for anyα− < α (resp.α+ > α), N will necessarily be included in a connected component ofGα

−

(resp.N will
include all the connected components ofGα

+

that it intersects). This implies in particular that two strategies can be
considered for computingk solutionsGαi with 0 ≤ α1 < α2 < . . . < αk−1 < αk ≤ 1:

1. “Pruning strategy”, where the setsF αi are computed fromi = k to 1. OnceF αi has been computed, all the
nodes which are children of a node ofF αi are removed from the current component-tree (since these nodes
are no longer eligible for lower values ofα). The next set of nodesF αi−1 is then computed from this pruned
component-tree.
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2. “Splitting strategy”, where the setsF αi are computed fromi = 1 to k. OnceF αi has been computed, the
component-tree associated to each sub-image induced by a connected component ofGαi (i.e., each node ofF αi ,
see Property 5) is built. The next set of nodesF αi+1 is then computed as the union of the results of the process on
each one of these component-trees (since the nodes which have no node ofF αi among their successive children
are no longer eligible for higher values ofα).

In the worst case (i.e., whenGαk = E for the “Splitting strategy” andGα1 is only composed of leaves for the
“Pruning strategy”), the algorithmic complexity of these strategies remains the one of Step 1 of Algorithm 2, namely
O(k.max{|K|, |E|}). However, in real applications, we may reasonably supposethat the complexity will significantly
decrease since the successiveGα will progressively become larger/smaller (enabling to reduce the size of the image
to be processed and/or the number of considered nodes during the successive solution computations).

The two optimised versions of the interactive segmentationmethod are described in Algorithm(s) 3.

5.2. Software

This section describes the actual image segmentation tool which may be developed based on the theoretical and
methodological studies presented above4 .

5.2.1. Nodes selection
Component-tree computation.The component-tree is computed using Salembier’s algorithm [4], which is based on
a recursive flooding of an image from its maxima5.

For each nodeN are stored two attributes related to the current markerG: p∗(N,G) andn(N,G). These attributes
are computed during the tree computation, using a minor modification of Salembier’s algorithm. For efficiency reasons
and to avoid redundancies, each pixel is stored in only one node of the tree, which is the highest node containing the
pixel. Therefore, for each nodeN is stored exactly the set of pixels defined byEN = N\

⋃
N′∈ch(N) N′ The computation

of p∗(N,G) = |EN ∩G| involves only pixels stored in nodeN: this attribute can therefore be updated each time a new
pixel is stored in a nodeN during the component-tree computation. The computation ofn(N,G) = |N \G| involves
pixels which are not all stored inN. Therefore, each time a new pixel is stored in a nodeN is updated the value
n∗(N,G) = |EN \G| during the tree computation. A second pass is then necessaryto computen(N,G) for each node,
based on the property:n(N,G) =

∑
N′∈ch(N) n∗(N′,G). This is achieved using a depth-first scan of the tree nodes.

5.2.2. Interactive segmentation
Interactive segmentation is based on two information: the marker image and the value of theα parameter. De-

pending on the application, the user may interact on one or both of them.
In the case where only theα parameter is used, it can be advantageous to use the increasing property (Property 22)

of the nodes selection procedure. This way, the results associated to variousα sampled at regular values can be pre-
computed, in order to speed up the interactive and visualisation process. This method is summarised in Algorithm 3.

In the other case where both parameters (marker image andα value) are used, it can be more advantageous to
recompute the segmentation result each time a new value ofα is selected. In this case, the attributesp∗(N,G) and
n(N,G) stored in each node need also to be recomputed each time a newmarker image is validated. An interactive
procedure can then be designed using the following scheme:

1. component-tree computation (automatic step);
2. manual drawing of a marker image (user interaction);
3. attributes computation (automatic step);
4. choice of anα value (user interaction) ;
5. result computation (automatic step);
6. if the result is not satisfactory, back to 2 (marker modification) or back to 4 (α modification with the same

marker).

4Such a tool can be freely downloaded from the following url:http://webloria.loria.fr/˜naegelbe/index.php/software
5Another efficient algorithm is Najman’s one [15], which is based on Tarjan’s union-find algorithm. This latter algorithm is particularly well

suited for images having a large number of different values, but in our case it was slower than Salembier’s algorithm on our validation images.
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(a) Undersegmented marker (b) Mixed marker (c) Oversegmented marker

(d) α = 0.05 (e) α = 0.12 (f) α = 0.99

Figure 8: (a,d), (b,e), (c,f) Examples of markers (in red) and associated segmentation for a givenα (in blue). (Image is from the Berkeley
Segmentation Dataset [45].)

Some examples of segmentation results obtained on a test image are depicted in Figure 8. They illustrate, in
particular, the different kinds of markers which can be considered (the wide variability of markers being authorised
by theα parameter).

6. Application to medical image analysis

The analysis of medical data (magnetic resonance imagery (MRI), computed tomography, etc.) is required for
a large spectrum of applications, including for instance computer-aided diagnosis, patient follow-up, or presurgical
planning. For such purposes, segmentation is generally a step of a complex pipeline involving both image process-
ing and expert (e.g., radiologist, surgeon) handling. In particular, the reliability of the results provided by this first
segmentation step dramatically influences the quality of the whole analysis protocol.

In this section, we consider a classical issue in medical image analysis, namely the segmentation of the brain
(i.e., both grey and white matter) or the whole intracranial volume (i.e., grey and white matter, plus the cerebrospinal
fluid) from MRI data. This choice is justified by the followingtwo arguments. First, segmentation algorithms applied
to brain MRI can be accurately assessed by using simulated images from the commonly used BrainWeb database
[46], which provides MRI images with their associated anatomical ground-truth. Such assessment are proposed in
Section 6.1. Second, although the application of a segmentation method on simulated data constitutes a necessary
prerequisite for its validation, its evaluation on real data remains fundamental. As the segmentation of the intracra-
nial volume constitutes an important prerequisite, especially in foetal brain analysis from MRI data, it can then be
interesting to evaluate the adequacy of the method to this task. This study is proposed in Section 6.2.

In both studies (on simulated and real images), the validation protocol will consider results obtained by the pro-
posed method (denoted CT), and by the graph-cut method [40, 41] (denoted GC). We chose to restrict the comparison
with existing “high-level” methods to the only graph-cut one, since (i) it has been often proved to be the most efficient
among other interactive methods (in terms of computation time and result accuracy) [44], and (ii ) it presents, for
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the user, amodus operandisimilar to the proposed component-tree method6. Note finally that, by opposition to the
graph-cut method, the component-tree method is devoted to the case where the structures of interest to be segmented
are the ones of (locally) extremal intensities. Such a case is however quite frequent in several application fields, and
in particular in the ones proposed hereafter.

6.1. Simulated brain images

6.1.1. Images
BrainWeb7 is a database, providing simulated normal brain realistic MRI data for several acquisition modalities

(T1, T2, etc.) and acquisition parameters. Each image is provided with an anatomical ground-truth, which associates,
in particular, each voxel of the intracranial volume to a specific tissue class, as illustrated in Figure 9(a,b).

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) A BrainWeb image (axial slice), and (b) its associated ground-truth (from light-grey to dark grey: white matter, grey-matter, cere-
brospinal fluid, extracranial volume).

For the proposed experiments, the considered BrainWeb datahave been chosen with classical acquisition param-
eters (with respect to a standard brain MRI acquisition), namely by considering T1-weighting, with 1× 1 × 1 mm
resolution, 1 to 9% noise level, and 20 to 40% inhomogeneity field. Three (axial) slices have been chosen among the
whole 3D image, at the top, middle and bottom of the brain, respectively. For each slice, six versions with different
noise ratios and inhomogeneity fields have been considered.They are denotedSn

i (wheren andi corresponds to the
noise and the intensity inhomogeneity levels, in %). These six versions (S1

20, S5
20, S9

20, S1
40, S5

40, andS9
40) are depicted

in Figure 10, for the middle slice.

6.1.2. Segmentation protocol
The two considered segmentation methods have been applied as follows. For GC, the following two steps have

been performed as many times as necessary: (i) manual drawing of both object and background markers, (ii ) graph-cut
processing8. For CT, the following two steps have been performed as many times as necessary: (i) manual drawing
of object markers, (ii ) node selection by tuning ofα.

6.1.3. Computation timevs.quality
Experiments have been carried out in order to study the link between the quality of the segmentation results and

the time required to obtain them.
Two measures have been used to evaluate the quality of the result:

6Note, however, that in the graph-cut method, the user has to mark two kinds of areas assumed to be included in the object and in the background,
respectively, while in the component-tree method, the users has only to mark (and actually to roughly segment) the object.

7http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb
8The graph-cuts software considered here is the one proposedin [44] which requires to set five parameters. The values for these parameters,

determined by preliminary tests on the considered images, havebeen: no smoothing,α = 1,σ = 1, λ = 0, histogram quantisation= 1.
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(a) S1
20 (b) S5

20 (c) S9
20 (d) S1

40 (e) S5
40 (f) S9

40

Figure 10: BrainWeb imagesSn
i considered for the proposed validations (see text). The ground-truth proposed in Figure 9(b) is the one correspond-

ing to this slice.

(a) S1
20 (b) S5

20 (c) S9
20 (d) S1

40 (e) S5
40 (f) S9

40

(g) S1
20 (h) S5

20 (i) S9
20 (j) S1

40 (k) S5
40 (l) S9

40

Figure 11: Segmentation results for Figure 10, with CT (a–f) and GC (g–l) after 120 seconds (zoomed images). In white: true positives. In red:
false positives. In green: false negatives.

• theκ index defined by

κ =
2.TP

2.TP+ FP+ FN
where TP, FP and FN are respectively the amounts of true positives, false positives and false negatives with
respect to the BrainWeb ground-truth image;

• the mean point-to-set distanceD between the borders∂S and∂G of the segmentation result and the ground-truth,
defined by

D =
1

|∂S| + |∂G|

( ∑

x∈∂S

d(x, ∂G) +
∑

x∈∂G

d(x, ∂S)
)

whered is a standard point-to-point distance (in our case, the Euclidean distance). This distanceD is expressed
in pixels in the sequel.

The evolution of theκ index and the mean point-to-set distance, with respect to time, obtained for each one of the six
(n, i) configurations (by gathering the results of the three userson the three slices) are depicted in Figure 12.
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(a) S1
20 (b) S1

20

(c) S5
20 (d) S5

20

(e) S9
20 (f) S9

20

(g) S1
40 (h) S1

40

(i) S5
40 (j) S5

40

(k) S9
40 (l) S9

40

Figure 12: Quality of the segmentation results on BrainWeb, depending on the time required to compute these segmentations, for CT (red full line)
and GC (green dashed line). Each dot (resp. vertical line) isthe mean value (resp. the mean standard deviation) of the results obtained by the
different users. Left column:κ index. Right column:D.
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Examples of segmentation results for the slice of Figure 10,obtained at the end of the process (120 seconds) are
depicted in Figure 11 which emphasises in particular the false positives and negatives with respect to the BrainWeb
ground-truth image.

6.2. Real foetal brain images

6.2.1. Applicative context
Most of knowledge concerning brain maturation is based onpost mortemstudies which do not allow joint analysis

of anatomical structure development and cognitive development. The non-invasive nature of MRI provides unique
opportunities forin vivo investigation of the developing human brain. In the case of foetuses, MRI is a valuable
complement to prenatal sonography to confirm and characterise suspected brain abnormalities.

Image interpretation is generally performed based on foetal brain atlas book and neuro-paediatricians have to
make the correspondence mentally between 3D MRI data and 2D printed histological images which is tedious and
error prone.

The development of ultrafast 2D acquisition sequences has led to significant improvements in the clinical utility
of foetal MRI [47]. However, the slice acquisition time is still very critical and has to be as short as possible to reduce
the impact of foetal motion on the exam, since foetal MRI is often performed without sedation. As a result, sets of
thick 2D slices are generally acquired in clinical studies and interpretation remains limited by visual inspection.

In the context of foetal MRI study, removal of non-brain tissues in MR images (also known as skull stripping
[48, 49, 50]) is an important step in enabling accurate measurement of brain structures. While this is a crucial step for
morphometry studies, it remains an open issue, especially for foetal MRI where the region of interest is surrounded
by many other structures.

6.2.2. Images and ground-truth
The considered images are foetal MR scans: T2 weighted HASTEsequence (TE/TR = 147/3190 ms) on a 1.5 T

Siemens Avanto MRI Scanner (SIEMENS, Erlangen, Germany), resolution : 0.74× 0.74× 3.45 mm. An example of
foetal brain MRI9 is provided in Figure 13 (left column).

By opposition to the validations performed on simulated data in the previous subsection, there is –by definition–
no ground-truth directly available here. The considered ground-truth is then the one provided by manual segmentation
carried out by medical experts.

These six versions (S1
20, S5

20, S9
20, S1

40, S5
40, andS9

40) are depicted in Figure 10, for the middle slice.

6.2.3. Segmentation protocol
The CT and GC methods have been applied as in Section 6.1, still on 2D slices, while (by opposition to the

above study) the whole intracranial volume has been processed for each considered image. Although foetal brain
MR data are actually 3D ones, this 2D slice-by-slice approach is actually justified by the following two facts: (i)
the size of foetal brains (approximately 100× 80× 70mm for the considered data), and the resolution of the data
(approximately 4mm interslice distance) generate only a small number of slices in the 3D volume (approximately, 15
slices), and (ii ) the possible movements of the foetus during the acquisition process may result in spatial inaccuracies
between successive slices (e.g., translations, rotations), making the spatial continuityassumption (verified for adults
brain images and justifying 3D segmentation approaches) irrelevant here. Moreover, note that, by opposition to
Section 6.1, the considered results have been the ones consisting of the areas bounded by the external curve generated
by the segmentation results of CT and GC (indeed, for skull stripping, the relevant information is the boundary of the
intracranial volume).

9Note that in Section 6.1 (see Figures 9 and 10), which deals with adult brains, the white matter, grey-matter and cerebrospinal fluid appear in
light grey, dark grey and black, respectively, while in the current case which corresponds to foetus brains, these tissues appear in light grey, dark
grey and white, respectively.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 13: (a–d) Foetus brain images (subset of axial slices sampled in the whole image). (e–h) Zoom on the cerebral part of (a–d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 14: Segmentation results for Figure 13(e–h), with CT (a–d) and GC (e–h) after 60 seconds. In white: true positives.In red: false positives.
In green: false negatives.
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6.2.4. Computation timevs.quality
The same experiment as in Subsection 6.1.3 has been carried out in order to study the link between the quality of

the segmentation results and the time required to obtain them. For each one of the 17 slices of the 3D image (partially
visualised in Figure13 (left column)), several segmentations have been performed, by 3 different users, with both CT
and GC.

The evolution of theκ index and the mean point-to-set distance, with respect to time (obtained by gathering the
results of the three users on the 17 slices) are depicted in Figure 15.

Examples of segmentation results, obtained at the end of theprocess (60 seconds) are depicted in Figure 11 which
emphasises in particular the false positives and negativeswith respect to the BrainWeb ground-truth image.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: Quality of the segmentation results on foetus images, depending on the time required to compute these segmentations, for CT (red full
line) and GC (green dashed line). Each dot (resp. vertical line) is the mean value (resp. the mean standard deviation) of theresults obtained by the
different users. (a)κ index. (b)D.

6.3. Discussion

From the results of these experiments, performed on both synthetic and real images, several remarks can be made.
For simulated andin vivo MR data, one may notice that the final results (obtained at 120seconds for BrainWeb,

and 60 seconds for foetuses) are generally very similar (seeFigures 11 and 14), despite intrinsically differentmodus
operandi(GC tries to fit at best the boundary of the object on highest gradient values of the image, thus following a
“1D approach”, while CT tries to fit at best the object markersin the image, thus following a “2D approach”). From
a qualitative point of view, the (intermediate and final) results are nearly always better with CT than with GC (with
an increase in quality for the considered criteriaκ andD which is small but however proportionnaly significant with
respect to the small gap between the obtained and optimal values). Note in particular that BrainWeb experiments tend
to show that the quality improvement between CT and GC becomes higher when the noise ratio increases.

One may notice that CT is robust to noise (at least up to 9% in the current experiments), and to intensity inhomo-
geneity (at least up to 40% in the current experiments), while it does not integrate any regularisation scheme in order
to correct such image artifacts. For the robustness of CT to noise, this can be explained by three facts. First, noise
cannot generate false positive results out of the markers, since the process implies that a binary connected component
must, at least, intersect (and thus, for noise, “be includedin”) the marker, in order to belong to the segmentation result.
Second, noise of value higher (resp. lower) than the structures of interest of high (resp. low) values, included in the
markers, generally generate binary connected components which are included in relevant connected components ob-
tained by thresholding at a lower (resp. higher) value. Then, except in cases where the marker is a quite large superset
of the searched structure (see Figure 8(c,f) for an example), CT is not altered by such noise. Third, noise of value
lower (resp. higher) than the structures of interest of high(resp. low) values, included in the markers, may possibly
generate “holes” in relevant connected components obtained by thresholding at a high (resp. low) value. However, in
order to generate such false negatives, it is necessary for such noise to have a relative value difference larger than the
gap between the value of the structure of interest and the value of its neighbouring background, which is possible, but
statistically unfrequent (see the small white points in Figure 8(d,e) for an example). Moreover, the robustness of CT
to intensity inhomogeneity can also be justified by the fact that methods based on connected filtering become sensi-
tive to such effects only when the intensity of the structures of interest and the intensity of their direct neighbouring
background have a nonempty intersection, which is the case only for images where the contrast is quite low and/or
where the intensity inhomogeneity becomes huge (which is generally not the case, even in medical imaging).
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From a time cost point of view, CT and GC both converge rapidlyand in comparable times (asymptotic results
reached at 60s, with a low improvements –and sometimes a quality decrease– past this time). For very low values
(here 30s), the results of CT are more satisfactory (better mean value), and more homogeneous between users (lower
standard deviation) than those of GC. It may however be noticed that for larger 2D images, anda fortiori for 3D
images, the computational cost of CT may become lower than the one of GC. Indeed, GC relies on classic techniques
of maximal flow/minimal cut computation [51] (improved by optimised versions [52]) which lead to obtain a result
in (low order) polynomial time [41] with respect to the size of the image. By comparison, as stated in Property 20,
the proposed CT method can be run in linear time with respect to the size of the image (since the number of nodes
in a component-tree is generally lower than the size of the image). In such conditions, the relevance to use a CT
segmentation method increases when the size of the image becomes high.

Finally, since:

(i) CT presents computation times similar to GC for 2D images, and has a lower algorithmic complexity which
may lead to better computation times for larger images;

(ii ) it only requires to determine one family of markers (“objects”) vs. two families of markers (“objects” and
“background”) for GC, which may in particular lead to involve CT in the developement of example-based
segmentation strategies (for instance for the segmentation of 3D images);

(iii ) it is parameter free (exceptα which has to be tuned during the segmentation process, and isthus not of same
nature than the five predetermined GC parameters), by opposition to GC;

it can be concluded that CT is a relevant segmentation tool for images where the structures of interest correspond
to photometric local maxima, even in cases of noise and intensity inhomogeneity. In this context, it presents an
ergonomic alternative to the state-of-the-art GC.

7. Conclusion

In this article, an original methodological scheme, based on component-trees, has been proposed for segmentation
purpose. By opposition to the other existing approaches based on component-trees, it does not rely on the use of
knowledge modelled by attributes stored at each nodes of thetree (which enables to decide which ones have to be
preserved to generate the segmentation result), but on a user-defined raw segmentation from which the most relevant
nodes are extracted to obtained a refined result.

From a theoretical point of view, it has been proved that, in such a strategy, these relevant nodes could be dis-
criminated in linear time (with respect to the size of the component-tree). Based on this result, efficient algorithms
have been proposed, finally leading to an interactive segmentation method. This method has been assessed in the
experimental context of both adult and foetal brain analysis from MRI slices. In the validity area of component-trees,
namely in cases where structures of interest present locally maximal intensity values, these experiments have empha-
sised the robustness of the method in terms of segmentation accuracy, its fastness and its ergonomy, in particular by
comparison to the state-of-the-art graph-cuts algorithm.

The method is currently designed to perform segmentation ofnD images based on an initialnD raw segmentation
(with any n ≥ 1). It is then particularly well-fitted for processing 2D data (the raw segmentation of which is quite
easy). In the context of 3D image segmentation, the proposedmethodological scheme may naturally be involved for
the design of example-based segmentation, where a 3D segmentation example (e.g., registered atlas, raw segmentation
obtained or another method, etc.) may replace the manual segmentation provided in a manual fashion in the 2D case.
Consequently, further works will now consist of providing such 3D extensions of this method.

From a more theoretical point of view, research efforts will also be devoted to study the impact of using non-
standard connectivity (such as second-generation connectivities [53], and in particular mask-based ones [24]) on the
behaviour of the proposed method. Moreover, an extension ofthe proposed methodology to the case of thelevel
line trees[54], which provide an auto-dual representation of the image structure into level-sets, and is then better
suited for segmentation applications involving structures of interest which do not present locally extremal values in
the considered images, may also be considered.
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A. Appendix : Proofs

Proof of Property 11 If G = ∅, by settingG+ = ∅ ∈ Q, we are done. Let us now suppose thatG , ∅. For anyx ∈ G,
we setNx = min⊆Kx.

Let G+ =
⋃

x∈G Nx. Then we haveG+ ∈ Q andG ⊆ G+. Let Q′ ∈ Q such thatG ⊆ Q′. Let y ∈ G+. If y ∈ G, then
we havey ∈ Q′. Let us now suppose thaty ∈ G+ \G. Then, there existsx ∈ G such thaty ∈ Nx. Sincex ∈ G ⊆ Q′,
there existsN ∈ Kx such thatN ⊆ Q′. But then, we havey ∈ Nx ⊆ N ⊆ Q′. Consequently, we haveQ ⊆ Q′, and thus
G+ = min⊆{Q ∈ Q | G ⊆ Q}.

Let G− =
⋃

N∈K∧N⊆G N. We haveG− ∈ Q andG− ⊆ G. Let Q′ ∈ {Q ∈ Q | Q ⊆ G}. Let us suppose that there
existsx ∈ Q′ \G−. In particular, we havex ∈ G. There existsNx ∈ Kx such thatNx ⊆ Q′. If Nx ⊆ G then we have
x ∈ Nx ⊆ G−: contradiction. IfNx * G then we haveQ′ * G: contradiction. Consequently, for allx ∈ Q′, we have
x ∈ G−, and thusG− = max⊆{Q ∈ Q | Q ⊆ G}. �

Proof of Property 13 Let X,Y ∈ F σ(E). By definition, we haveX,Y ∈ K . Moreover, ifX , Y, it obviously comes
thatX∩Y = ∅. Consequently, there existsQ ∈ Q such thatF σ(E) = C[Q]. By induction from the definition ofF +(E)
andF −(E), we easily deduce that ⋃

N∈F +(E)

N =
⋃

N∈K∧p∗(N,G),0

N

⋃

N∈F −(E)

N =
⋃

N∈K∧n(N,G)=0

N

In particular, it follows that ⋃

N∈F +(E)

N ∈ {Q ∈ Q | G ⊆ Q}

⋃

N∈F −(E)

N ∈ {Q ∈ Q | Q ⊆ G}

Let N ∈ F +(E). Let y ∈ G such thaty ∈ N and y <
⋃

N′∈ch(N) N′ (such a pointy exists asp∗(N,G) , 0).
Then,N = min⊆Ky, and sincey ∈ G+, we must haveN ⊆ G+. Consequently, we have

⋃
N∈F +(E) N ⊆ G+, and then⋃

N∈F +(E) N = G+ andF +(E) = C[G+].
Let x ∈ G− \

⋃
N∈F −(E) N. Then, there existsN ∈ Kx such thatN ⊆ G−. As x <

⋃
N∈F −(E) N, we haveN < F −(E),

and in particular,n(N,G) , 0. But then, there existsy ∈ N such thaty < G, and thus,G− * G: contradiction.
Consequently, we haveG− ⊆

⋃
N∈F −(E) N, and thenG− =

⋃
N∈F −(E) N andF −(E) = C[G−]. �

Proof of Property 15 From the definition ofF σ(E), it is easily proved that each node is processed at most once.
For each one of theseO(|K|) processed nodes, one equality (related top∗(N,G) or n(N,G), which are assumed to
be precomputed, see Remark 3) is tested, and the status of thenode (“in” or “out of” the resultF σ(E)) is possibly
modified. These two operations have a constant algorithmic complexityO(1). The whole process then presents a
linear complexityO(|K|). The generation ofGσ from F σ(E) can be performed by modifying, for each nodeN of K
and for each pointx of N (these points being stored inEN for each nodeN, see Remark 3) the status ofx to indicate
that it belongs toGσ. This process then presents an algorithmic complexityO(|E|). Hence the result holds.�
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Proof of Property 19 Let us suppose thatch(E) = ∅. Then we haveQ = {∅,E}, dα(∅,G) = (1 − α).p(E,G) and
dα(E,G) = α.n(E,G). If we have

α.n(E,G) ≺ (1− α).p∗(E,G) +
∑

N∈ch(E)

cα(N)

︸         ︷︷         ︸
=0

then it comesF α(E) = {E}, cα(E) = α.n(E) and thus we have

dα(Gα,G) = dα(E,G) = cα(E) = min
Q∈Q
{dα(Q,G)}

If we have
α.n(E,G) ⊀ (1− α).p(E,G)

then it comesF α(E) = ∅, cα(E) = (1− α).p(E,G) = (1− α).p∗(E,G) and thus we have

dα(Gα,G) = dα(∅,G) = cα(E) = min
Q∈Q
{dα(Q,G)}

Consequently, the property is true wheneverch(E) = ∅.
Let us now suppose thatch(E) , ∅ and that the property holds for anyN ∈ ch(E) (with respect toI |N, TN and

G∩ N, instead ofI , T andG, see Property 5). Note that

min
Q∈Q
{dα(Q,G)} = min{dα(E,G), min

Q∈Q\{E}
{dα(Q,G)}}

while
dα(E,G) = α.|E \G| = α.n(E)

and
min

Q∈Q\{E}
{dα(Q,G)} = min

Q∈Q\{E}
α.|Q \G| + (1− α).|G \ Q|

Note also that{Q∩N}N∈ch(E) is a partition ofQ wheneverQ , E while {G \
⋃

N∈ch(E) N} ∪ {G∩N}N∈ch(E) is a partition
of G (by omitting the possibly empty subsets). IfQ , E, we have

dα(Q,G) = α.|Q \G| + (1− α).|G \ Q|

with
Q \G =

⋃
N∈ch(E)(Q∩ N) \G

G \ Q = ((G \
⋃

N∈ch(E) N) ∪
⋃

N∈ch(E)(G∩ N)) \ Q

Then, we have
|Q \G| =

∑
N∈ch(E) |(Q∩ N) \G|

|G \ Q| = |(G \
⋃

N∈ch(E) N) \ Q| +
∑

N∈ch(E) |(G∩ N) \ Q|

and thus
α.|Q \G| + (1− α).|G \ Q|

=



∑
N∈ch(E) α.|(Q∩ N) \G|
+
∑

N∈ch(E)(1− α).|(G∩ N) \ Q|
+(1− α).|(G \

⋃
N∈ch(E) N) \ Q|

=



∑
N∈ch(E) α.|(Q∩ N) \ (G∩ N)|
+
∑

N∈ch(E)(1− α).|(G∩ N) \ (Q∩ N)|
+(1− α). |G \

⋃

N∈ch(E)

N|

︸          ︷︷          ︸
=p∗(E)
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From the above partition properties, it then comes that

minQ∈Q\{E}{dα(Q,G)}
= minQ∈Q\{E}{α.|Q \G| + (1− α).|G \ Q|}

= minQ∈Q\{E}



∑
N∈ch(E) α.|(Q∩ N) \ (G∩ N)|
+
∑

N∈ch(E)(1− α).|(G∩ N) \ (Q∩ N)|
+(1− α).p∗(E)


= (1− α).p∗(E) +

∑
N∈ch(E) dα(Q∩ N,G∩ N)

= (1− α).p∗(E) +
∑

N∈ch(E) cα(N)

by induction hypothesis. Consequently, we have

min
Q∈Q
{dα(Q,G)} = min{α.n(E), (1− α).p∗(E) +

∑

N∈ch(E)

cα(N)}

and the result follows by induction from Definition 16.�

Proof of Property 20 The proof is similar to the proof of Property 15. The only difference lies in the fact that the
set of conditions to be tested (α.n(N) ≺ (1− α).p∗(N) +

∑
N′∈ch(N) cα(N′)) requires at most|K| comparison operations

(≺) and 4.|K| arithmetic operations (.,+,−), while the computation of all the termscα(.) involves (at most) the value
cα(N′) only once for anyN′ ∈ K , leading to less than|K| additions in the set of all the

∑
terms. Such supplementary

operations then do not increase the algorithmic complexityO(|K|) of the computation ofF α(E) by comparison to
F σ(E). Hence the result holds.�

Proof of Property 22 Let N1 ∈ F
α1 andN2 ∈ F

α2. By definition, N1 ∈ C[Gα1] and N2 ∈ C[Gα2] are connected
components ofGα1 andGα2, respectively, which verify either (N1 ⊆ N2) ∨ (N2 ⊆ N1) or (N1 ∩ N2 = ∅) (see Property
8). Let us suppose thatGα2 * Gα1. Then, there exists a nodeN ∈ K such thatN ∈ F α2 while ∀N′ ∈ F α1,N * N′.
LetK ′ ⊆ F α1 be the set of nodes forming the part ofGα1 included inN, i.e., such that

⋃
N′∈K ′ N

′ = N ∩Gα1 (note
that we may possibly haveK ′ = ∅). LetG′α2 be the set defined byG′α2 = (Gα2 \ N) ∪ (N ∩Gα1), i.e., the set obtained
by substituting the nodes ofK ′ to the nodeN in Gα2. Let t = |N ∩ G|, f = |N \ G|, t′ = |(N ∩ Gα1) ∩ G| and
f ′ = |(N ∩Gα1) \G|, with, obviously, f ′ < f andt′ < t. Then, we have

dα2(Gα2,G) = dα2(Gα2 \ N,G) + α2. f − (1− α2).t
dα2(G′α2,G) = dα2(Gα2 \ N,G) + α2. f ′ − (1− α2).t′

Moreover, from the very definition ofGα2, we have

dα2(Gα2,G) ≤ dα2(G′α2,G)

and then, it comes
α2.( f − f ′) ≤ (1− α2).(t − t′)

Now, letG′α1 be the set defined byG′α1 = Gα1 ∪ N, i.e., the set obtained by substituting the nodeN to the nodes of
K ′ in Gα1. We have

dα1(Gα1,G) = dα1(Gα1 \ N,G) + α1. f ′ − (1− α1).t′

dα1(G′α1,G) = dα1(Gα1 \ N,G) + α1. f − (1− α1).t

Moreover, from the very definition ofGα1, we have

dα1(Gα1,G) ≤ dα1(G′α1,G)

and then, it comes
(1− α1).(t − t′) ≤ α1.( f − f ′)

But in such conditions, we have

α2.( f − f ′) ≤ (1− α2).(t − t′) ≤ (1− α1).(t − t′) ≤ α1.( f − f ′)

which straightforwardly implies thatf − f ′ = t − t′ = 0, a contradiction. Consequently, we haveGα1 ⊆ Gα2. �
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